Comprehensive Transportation Plan Work Group (CTP WG)
February 6, 2020 from 12:00 – 1:30 PM
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Government Center
Room 267
Call-in GoToMeeting:

https://global.gotomeeting.com/join/165572461
United States: +1 (872) 240-3311
Access Code: 165-572-461

AGENDA – Meeting #4
1. Review Dec 2, 2019 minutes and action items (5 Min)

All

2. Review goals for CTP amendment guidelines process (10 Min)

Bob

•

•
•

Public Involvement Plan
Specific vs flexibility

Other issues (environmental justice, material in other language)

3. Discussion/Review on amendment guidelines samples (40 Min)
•
•
•

Comments from WG to samples

All

What works, what is missing, jurisdiction requirements, etc.
Other issues

4. Next Meeting March 5th (2 Min)

Agustin

5. Next Steps and action items (3 Min)

Dana/Agustin

Sample 1 - St Paul MN

CPA SUBMITTAL GUIDE

https://metrocouncil.org/handbook/Review-Process/Amendments.aspx

LOCAL PLANNING
HANDBOOK

The information below will guide you through the comprehensive plan amendment process. This includes administrative
review and waiver of adjacent community review. Comprehensive Plan Amendments (CPAs) can now be submitted online
through your Community Page. If you have any questions throughout this process, contact your Sector Representative.

WHEN TO AMEND YOUR PLAN
If your community changes any part of your adopted comprehensive plan, you must submit the comprehensive plan
amendment to the Council for review. Communities amend their comprehensive plans for various reasons, such as:
•
•
•
•
•

Changes resulting from neighborhood or small area planning activities
Land use changes to allow a proposed development
Proposed forecast changes or proposed MUSA changes in service or staging
Text changes to revise a policy or land use category
Routine updates to incorporate new information or update a public facilities element

If you need assistance about whether a comprehensive plan amendment is needed or if you need assistance with the
online submittal process, contact your Sector Representative.

WHAT TO DO BEFORE AMENDING YOUR PLAN
Before submitting a comprehensive plan amendment to the Council for review, you must take the following steps:
•
•
•

Recommendation of the local planning body
Local governing body authorization for the amendment to be submitted for Metropolitan Council review
Adjacent governmental units and affected school districts review

Adjacent Review Period
Your community must allow adjacent governments, affected special districts, and affected school districts up to 60
days to review the comprehensive plan amendment. This waiting period allows others to review and comment on the
amendment before our review. If you receive written comments from all jurisdictions prior to the end of 60 days, you may
submit your plan at that time.
Adjacent Review Period Waiver
The Council may allow a shorter review and comment period for amendments or may waive the review and comment
period if an amendment involves lands that are not contiguous to other local governmental units. This waiver must
be approved prior to submittal to the Council for review. Contact your Sector Representative before completing your
amendment.
For an amendment, a community may receive a waiver for the adjacent review and comment period if all of the following
are met:
1. The amendment involves a site of 40 acres or less;
2. The amendment does not change the community’s growth forecasts or the TAZ allocations; and
3. The amendment site is either:
• More than one quarter (1/4) of a mile from an adjacent jurisdiction, or
• Beyond the distance or area which the community’s adopted ordinances require notice to adjacent or affected
property owners, whichever distance is less.
A community may be eligible to waive the adjacent community review and comment period for a text change in your plan,
whose cumulative impacts meet the criteria described above.
Remember, this waiver must be approved prior to submittal to the Council for review. Contact your Sector Representative
for more information.
Continue to next page

CONTENT REQUIREMENTS FOR AN AMENDMENT
Submit the completed comprehensive plan amendment online on your Community Page. Include in your submittal the
following information for each comprehensive plan amendment:
1. Color maps (8.5 x 11 or 11 x 17) showing the following:
• General location of proposed changes
• Current planned land use and proposed planned land use
• Current and proposed sewer staging changes
2. Staff report to planning commission or local governing body.
3. Other relevant information related to the amendment including:
• Whether or not the proposed amendment has impacts on regional systems including transportation, wastewater,
and regional parks.
• Whether the proposed amendment includes any land within the Mississippi Critical Area boundary.
• How stormwater generated from the site will be managed.
• Whether there are changes to the projected water use due to the amendment.
4. Comments from adjacent jurisdictions review.
5. Copy of adopted local resolution, authorizing the amendment to be submitted for review.

REVIEW TIMELINES
The timeline for review of a comprehensive plan amendment follows:
Adjacent and affected jurisdictions review and comment
• 60 days prior to submitting amendment to the Council for review
• Satisfaction of this requirement is one of the criteria for determining whether an application is complete for review
Council reviews for completeness
• 15 business days from date of receipt of application
Council reviews for conformance, consistency, and compatibility
• 60 days from the date of submittal (upon determination by the Council that the application is complete for review)
Administrative Reviews
• 60 business days from receipt of application
• During the 15 business day completeness review, we determine if the amendment is eligible for administrative review
and typically the review is finalized within the first 15 business days.
The Council may extend the review period
• An additional 60 days if needed
• Beyond 120 days if agreed to by the local government

HOW TO SUBMIT THE AMENDMENT
After your plan is adopted, it is common for amendments to the plan to occur over time as a result of new development
projects, completion of planning studies, changes in policy direction, or routine updates with new information.
Online Submittal
We developed a registration and online submittal tool to receive comprehensive plan amendments and supplemental
information for your amendments. This new tool will make the submittal process easier, reduce the need for paper
copies, provide a simplified form, and eliminate delays in receiving your amendments and initiating review of your
amendments. The online submittal requires a simple registration for users. Once registered and logged in, you can
complete a short form online and upload your document for review. Check out the online submittal on your Community
Page and read How To Submit Online for detailed instructions on How to Register and submit your amendment.

Continue to next page

Alternative Submittal By Mail
We still accept hard copies of amendments. If you prefer to print your amendment documents, you must also include
an electronic copy (via email or CD). The electronic version must be a single PDF document of your entire amendment
and supporting documents, and it must be a searchable PDF (not scanned image). Your hard copy must also include
other materials with your amendment which includes the Comprehensive Plan Amendment Submittal Form, color maps,
comments from affected jurisdictions, the staff report for the amendment, and a copy of your adopted local resolution
authorizing your plan to be submitted to us for review. You will need to submit one hard copy of your plan. Mail this
information to us at the address below:
Reviews Coordinator
Metropolitan Council
390 North Robert Street
St. Paul, MN 55101
ReviewsCoordinator@metc.state.mn.us

ADMINISTRATIVE REVIEW OF CERTAIN PLAN AMENDMENTS
The Metropolitan Council has adopted guidelines for administratively reviewing comprehensive plan amendments.
Administrative reviews are evaluated by staff, do not require that the Council take action to approve, and apply to
comprehensive plan amendments, local water management plans, and water supply plan amendments. Amendments
reviewed administratively must meet the criteria outlined below. Administrative review typically occurs within 15 business
days after receiving a complete comprehensive plan amendment submittal. Contact your Sector Representative before
you submit your amendment.
For all eligible comprehensive plan amendments, local water management, and local water supply plan amendments:
The community must show that it has addressed or is committed to addressing through a resolution, any outstanding
issues with the most current adopted Comprehensive Plan update or other Council actions.
Eligible Comprehensive Plan Amendments must satisfy all of the following:
1. Meet the submittal requirements of the Metropolitan Land Planning Act (MLPA) for content or be determined to be
complete for review by the Council.
2. Be consistent with local applicable controls, or the jurisdiction supplies evidence that the local controls will be
modified to be consistent with the proposed amendment.
3. Be within five percent of the Council’s forecasts.
4. Conform to the regional systems plans.
5. Be consistent with the Metropolitan Urban Service Area (MUSA) guidelines if residential units are proposed.
6. Be consistent with Thrive MSP 2040.
7. Be consistent with the Council’s housing policies.
8. Be compatible with the plans of adjacent jurisdictions.
9. If an adjacent jurisdiction is potentially impacted by the amendment, the Council has received documentation that
the adjacent jurisdiction has been notified.
10. Propose a land use change of less than 80 acres, unless the land use change is for Agricultural Preserves enrollment.
11. Propose a land use change that will result in less than 100 housing units.
12. Propose a land use change to guide land at no more than one unit per 40 acres to meet the requirements of the
Agricultural Preserves Program (Minn. Stat. Ch. 473H)
13. Does not have the potential for a cumulative impact.

LOCAL WATER MANAGEMENT AND LOCAL WATER SUPPLY PLAN AMENDMENTS
Local water management plans that are submitted as comprehensive plan amendments may be reviewed
administratively if they meeting all of the following conditions:
1. The plan conforms to Council policy plans and regional systems plans.
2. The plan does not present a substantial departure from regional plans or a substantial impact on regional systems.
3. The plan includes ordinances or refers to adopted ordinances as identified in the Council’s 2040 Water Resources
Continue to next page

Policy Plan to aid in plan implementation.
4. The plan includes all required elements of local water management plans as outlined in the 2040 Water Resources
Policy Plan.
Local water supply plans that are submitted as comprehensive plan amendments may be reviewed administratively if
they meet all of the following conditions:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The plan is consistent with Council policy plans.
The plan is not proposing new wells in the Mt. Simon Hinckley aquifer.
The plan is not proposing interconnection with other communities as the main source of water for the community.
The plan is not proposing a residential gallons/capita/day of more than 100 gallons per capita day (gpcd).
The plan includes all required elements of a local water supply plan as outlined in the 2040 Water Resources Policy Plan.
The community does not have any known significant contamination problems with their water supply source.

February 2017
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Metropolitan Council
390 Robert Street North
Saint Paul, MN 55101
metrocouncil.org

Main: 651.602.1000
TTY: 651.291.0904
Public Information: 651.602.1500
public.info@metc.state.mn.us
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COMPREHENSIVE PLAN AMENDMENT AND PROCEDURES GUIDE
Thank you for using this Guide. Contact the Department of Planning and Community Development if you
need assistance in completing the application forms or have questions regarding the Comprehensive
Plan Amendment review process. Additional information on the process, applications and materials are
available in hard copy and on the Web site. Please visit the Comprehensive Planning web pages.
Purpose
Bellevue’s Comprehensive Plan is the city’s foundational policy document that guides growth and
development for the next twenty years. An amendment to the Plan is a mechanism by which the city may
periodically modify its land use, development, or growth policies to reinforce the role of the
Comprehensive Plan in guiding growth in our community.
Comprehensive Plan Amendments (CPA) are legislative decisions made by the City Council, and include
public notice and Planning Commission public hearing requirements. CPAs are Process IV decisions
under the Land Use Code at LUC 20.30I.
This Procedures Guide assists you in participating early and continuously in the annual CPA work
program. The annual CPA work program is the process by which amendments are reviewed and
evaluated for the Comprehensive Plan. The City Council will consider amendments to the
Comprehensive Plan not more frequently than once a year, except for emergencies and as identified in
the Growth Management Act.
Applications to initiate an amendment may be submitted between December 1 and January 31 for the
immediately following year’s annual CPA work program. Fill out the forms (available online and at the
Permit Counter), make the application in person, and pay the application fee.
PLEASE NOTE that CPA review has two steps. The first Threshold Review process (LUC
20.30I.130.A.1.a) determines whether applications should be included in the annual CPA work program.
The second Final Review process (LUC 20.30I.130.A.1.b) evaluates those applications in the annual
CPA work program, where a final decision is made by the Bellevue City Council.
If you are initiating a site-specific CPA and want to combine it with a Rezone, please refer to Submittal
Requirements Sheet 53b included on page 6 of this Guide. A concurrent rezone application provides the
opportunity to shorten the overall review time for CPA and rezone of a specific site. However, the rezone
application will be only reviewed sequentially after CPA action, and the rezone application will be
cancelled if the CPA is not adopted.
Annual CPA work program general timeline
December – January Application acceptance period to initiate Comprehensive Plan amendments
February 1
List of initiated applications is established
Early Spring
Threshold Review/geographic scoping/study sessions and a public hearing before
the Planning Commission
Spring-summer
City Council establishes annual CPA work program
April
Concurrent rezone application is "split-off" for later Process III review
Summer
Final Review/study sessions/and a public hearing before the Planning Commission
Fall
City Council action on proposed amendments

INITIATE AN AMENDMENT
Who may apply
Any person or entity may initiate a non-site-specific amendment to the Plan, i.e., a proposal to change
Plan text language. Property owners or their authorized agents may initiate a site-specific amendment
to the Plan, and should meet with Comprehensive Planning staff before submitting the application.
Contact PCD staff at 425-452-5371 for details.
Step 1: The Application
Applications to initiate an amendment may be submitted between December 1 and January 31 for the
immediately following year’s annual CPA work program.
The application form offers the opportunity to apply for either a site-specific or a non-site-specific CPA.
After the initial project and applicant information (applicable to either type of CPA) is completed, an
applicant is directed by sequential Block to complete the required information.
Block 1 is self-explanatory, requiring location and designation details for a site-specific CPA.
Block 2 requires an applicant to propose non-site-specific amendment text. This type of CPA is typically
used to propose changes to the text of the Plan.
Block 3 (for either type of CPA) asks an applicant to address why an amendment is being proposed,
describing support for, reasoning or background information.
The final application block is divided into two sections. Block 4a (for either type of CPA) requires the
applicant to describe consistency with Threshold Review decision criteria. See page 5 of this Guide for
these criteria; they can also be found in LUC 20.30I.140. This block allows the applicant to state a case
for including the proposal in the annual work program using the same Decision Criteria that the staff will
use to make its recommendation to the Planning Commission.
If a proposed amendment is added to the annual CPA work program for Final Review, applicants will
then be asked by staff to respond to the Final Review Decision Criteria. These criteria can be found on
page 5 of this Guide; they can also be found in LUC 20.30I.150.
Responding to the “significantly changed conditions” decision criterion in Block 4a
One decision criterion has historically been the subject of considerable discussion during the CPA
process:
•

The proposed amendment addresses significantly changed conditions since the last time the
pertinent Comprehensive Plan map or text was amended. See LUC 20.50.046 for the definition of
“significantly changed conditions…”

Demonstrating evidence of change not anticipated by the existing Comprehensive Plan is the purpose of
the “significantly changed conditions” decision criterion that is found in both Threshold and Final Review
decision criteria. Applicants should understand the application of this criterion, including the definition of
the term in the Glossary at LUC 20.50.046:
Significantly changed conditions. Demonstrating evidence of change such as unanticipated
consequences of an adopted policy, or changed conditions on the subject property or its surrounding
area, or changes related to the pertinent Plan map or text; where such change has implications of a
magnitude that need to be addressed for the Comprehensive Plan to function as an integrated whole.
This definition applies only to LUC 20.30I - Amendment and Review of the Comprehensive Plan.
Here are four examples of significantly changed conditions from recently approved CPAs:

•

The 2016 Eastgate Office Park Amendment (ref. Ordinance 6393) where changing the existing office
designation to an Office Limited Business designation (allowing one of two OLB zones) addressed
significantly changed conditions where changes related to the pertinent Plan map or text had
implications of a magnitude that needed to be addressed for the Comprehensive Plan to function as
an integrated whole. Eastgate Land Use and Transportation Project changes to the pertinent
Eastgate Subarea map and text were not considered for the site, overlooking the historical,
geographical and developmental characteristics it holds in common with nearby OLB-designated
areas.

•

The 2015 St. Luke’s Lutheran Church Amendment (ref. Ordinance No. 6248) where changing the
existing low-density residential designation to a high-density residential designation on a religious
institution’s property to increase opportunities for affordable housing addressed the significantly
changed condition of the evolving role for religious institutions in neighborhoods around their
community-based missions that was not anticipated by the plan—and needed to be addressed for
the plan to function as an integrated whole.

•

The 2014 Mountvue Place Amendment (ref. Ordinance 6211) where changing the split designations
of a site in the BelRed District to a single, mixed-use designation addressed the fact that the split
designation of this site was not identified during the BelRed planning process and was not foreseen
that such split would prevent implementation of the BelRed Retail-Commercial district, and where
historical amendments to the BelRed Subarea Plan had never treated the property consistently.

•

The 2013 Bellevue Apartments Amendment (ref. Ordinance No. 6144) where changing the existing
office designation to a high-density residential designation on a site developed with existing
multifamily addressed the unanticipated consequences of adopted policy in the area surrounding
and near the site, including the emergence of higher density multifamily developments as a major
residential land use pattern, and that a number of neighborhood service and convenience uses had
been developed in close proximity, the establishment of the King County Metro Rapid Ride “B” line
on the arterial abutting the site, and the City’s adoption of GMA-era design standards and a design
review process favored over the previous use of concomitant agreements to implement policy.

What is not a significantly changed condition? Here are three examples used in recent applications that
are not considered significantly changed conditions:
•

Growth itself. The 2015 City-wide Comprehensive Plan update lays out the City’s overall growth
strategy (specifically in the Land Use, Economic Development, and Neighborhood Elements) of
managing growth and development while working to protect and enhance neighborhoods. While a
changed condition could be the rate and timing of growth either above or below that anticipated in
the Plan, growth itself is planned for in the Comprehensive Plan.

•

The passage of time. Growth over time is anticipated by the Plan, measured against the continued
sensitivity and effectiveness of policies.

•

Housing supply and affordability provisions of the Growth Management Act (GMA). Requesting
higher residential densities and citing the GMA is not a changed condition. It has been argued that
the GMA is a changed condition, requiring communities to provide for more housing supply because
of the GMA’s urban growth focus. Jurisdictions are responsible to ensure adequate zoned land to
accommodate housing and employment targets. Bellevue has done this. Bellevue’s Comprehensive
Plan was adopted in compliance with the GMA and contains elements responsive to the housing
target provisions.

Finally, Block 4b allows an applicant to respond to the decision criteria for a Rezone if a concurrent
rezone application is being made. See the last page of this Guide for these criteria; they can also be
found in LUC 20.30A.140. Please note that although an applicant should submit responses to these
criteria with the concurrent rezone application, the rezone application will be canceled if the CPA is not
adopted into the annual CPA work program.

Notes on other application materials
Public hearing notice requirements for Comprehensive Plan Amendments are described in LUC
20.35.420. The City of Bellevue provides mailed noticing materials, including labels. The City of Bellevue
also produces and installs public information signs for proposals involving site-specific property.
Applicants will be charged $210 per sign that is installed.
Applications require a SEPA environmental checklist (#27) and a Supplemental Sheet for Non-Project
Actions (#28). Applicants should refer to the Comprehensive Plan Amendment Submittal Requirements
sheet for environmental review details.
Step 2: Determination of the Annual CPA Work Program – Threshold Review
As part of early and continuous public participation, the city will maintain a list of the CPAs that have been
initiated for the year.
During Threshold Review the Planning Commission may expand the geographic scope of a site-specific
proposal to allow for consideration of nearby, similarly situated property.
The Planning Commission will hold a Threshold Review public hearing and then make recommendations.
The City Council will review those recommendations and the Threshold Review Decision Criteria to
determine which initiated amendment proposals should be included in the annual CPA work program.
The City Council can determine that an initiated application will not be included in the year’s annual CPA
work program and (a) have no further action taken on it; (b) at Council discretion, be included in a
previously established ongoing work program; or (c) at Council discretion, be included in the next
Comprehensive Plan Update (CPU) required by RCW 36.70A.130 (4).
Three-year limitation on applications
Applications that have no further action taken on them after Threshold Review, or which are not adopted
after Final Review, must wait three annual amendment cycles (i.e. three years) before the same or
substantially similar proposals can again be initiated. See LUC 20.30I.A.2.d.
Step 3: Review of the Annual CPA Work Program – Final Review
The City Council will then direct the Planning Commission to hold a Final Review on the proposed
amendments in the annual CPA work program.
Proposed amendments are reviewed using the Final Review Decision Criteria found in LUC 20.30I.150.
At this point, applicants will be asked to demonstrate consistency with the Decision Criteria. See page 5.
A staff report, including environmental threshold determination, is prepared and presented to the Planning
Commission. The Commission will hold a set of second public hearings and make recommendations.
The City Council reviews those recommendations and makes a final decision.
Action on proposed amendments
The City Council takes coordinated and concurrent action on all proposed amendments to the
Comprehensive Plan in the current annual work program.
City of Bellevue long-range planning and policy documents (not in the Comprehensive Plan):
• City of Bellevue Capital Investment Program Plan
• City of Bellevue Water Comprehensive Plan
• City of Bellevue Sewer Comprehensive Plan
• City of Bellevue Comprehensive Drainage Plan
• City of Bellevue Parks and Open Space System Plan

20.30I.140 Threshold Review Decision Criteria
The Planning Commission may recommend inclusion of a proposed amendment to the Comprehensive
Plan in the annual CPA work program if the following criteria have been met:
A. The proposed amendment represents a matter appropriately addressed through the Comprehensive
Plan; and
B. The proposed amendment is in compliance with the three-year limitation rules set forth in LUC
20.30I.130.A.2.d; and
C. The proposed amendment does not raise policy or land use issues that are more appropriately
addressed by an ongoing work program approved by the City Council; and
D. The proposed amendment can be reasonably reviewed within the resources and time frame of the
annual Comprehensive Plan work program; and
E. The proposed amendment addresses significantly changed conditions since the last time the pertinent
Comprehensive Plan map or text was amended. See LUC 20.50.046 for the definition of “significantly
changed conditions”; and
F. When expansion of the geographic scope of an amendment proposal is being considered, shared
characteristics with nearby, similarly-situated property have been identified and the expansion is the
minimum necessary to include properties with those shared characteristics; and
G. The proposed amendment is consistent with current general policies in the Comprehensive Plan for
site-specific amendment proposals. The proposed amendment must also be consistent with policy
implementation in the Countywide Planning Policies, the Growth Management Act, other state or
federal law, and the Washington Administrative Code; or
H. State law requires, or a decision of a court or administrative agency has directed such a change.
20.30I.150 Final Review Decision criteria
The Planning Commission may recommend and the City Council may adopt or adopt with modifications
an amendment to the Comprehensive Plan if:
A. There exists obvious technical error in the pertinent Comprehensive Plan provision; or
B. The following criteria have been met:
1. The proposed amendment is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan and other goals and policies
of the City, the Countywide Planning Policies, the Growth Management Act and other applicable
law; and
2. The proposed amendment addresses the interests and changed needs of the entire City as
identified in its long-range planning and policy documents; and
3. The proposed amendment addresses significantly changed conditions since the last time the
pertinent Comprehensive Plan map or text was amended. See LUC 20.50.046 for the definition of
“significantly changed conditions”, and
4. If a site-specific proposed amendment, the subject property is suitable for development in general
conformance with adjacent land use and the surrounding development pattern, and with zoning
standards under the potential zoning classifications; and
5. The proposed amendment demonstrates a public benefit and enhances the public health, safety
and welfare of the City.
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CONCURRENT REZONE PROCEDURE GUIDE
Thank you for using this Guide. See Development Services if you need assistance in completing the
application forms or have questions regarding the Rezone review process. Additional information on the
process, applications and materials and other review milestones are available in hard copy and on the
Web site.
Owners of site-specific property who wish to initiate a Comprehensive Plan Amendment may combine the
Amendment (AC) application with a concurrent Rezone (LQ) application. The combined application is an
alternative to the separate application process of Amendment followed by Rezone.
The combined application recognizes the connection between these two review actions for site-specific
property. Therefore, this concurrent application process can only be used for a site-specific property. Fill
out the form titled Application for Comprehensive Plan Amendment, and check Yes in Block 1 for the box
marked Is this a concurrent rezone application?
Each application will be reviewed using separate review processes. The initiated Comprehensive Plan
Amendment will follow the Process IV decision procedure for the Comprehensive Plan described
elsewhere in this Guide. After threshold review action for the Amendment, the concurrent rezone will follow
the Process III decision procedure for rezones.
The Amendment is reviewed legislatively, with a public hearing before the Planning Commission and final
annual action by the City Council. The concurrent Rezone is reviewed quasi-judicially, with a public hearing
before the Hearing Examiner and final action by the City Council.
What is the difference between a comprehensive plan amendment and a rezone?
Under Chapter 36.70A.130(1) RCW the Growth Management Act requires communities to make their
development regulations—the zoning—consistent with and implement the comprehensive plan.
A comprehensive plan designation represents the community's long-term vision for its future. The
designation links this vision with the zoning district that helps to implement that vision. Plan amendments
are legislative acts with broad public participation and discussion for the orderly and coordinated
development of a community.
The rezone has a legal focus associated with its development role; the "quasi-judicial" nature of its review
assigns specific legal responsibilities for property owners' due process and for the City Council to act as
judges on a record of proceedings, in a quasi-judicial manner.
20.30A.140 Rezone Decision Criteria
The City may approve or approve with modifications an application for a rezone of property if:
A. The rezone is consistent with the Comprehensive Plan; and
B. The rezone bears a substantial relation to the public health, safety or welfare; and
C. The rezone is warranted in order to achieve consistency with the Comprehensive Plan or because of
a need for additional property in the proposed land use district classification or because the proposed
zoning classification is appropriate for reasonable development of the subject property; and
D. The rezone will not be materially detrimental to uses or property in the immediate vicinity of the subject
property; and
E. The rezone has merit and value for the community as a whole.

